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CALUCLATION OF BALANCED ROUGHNESS OF
INTERFACIAL BONDS IN THE HUB OF FRICTION

PAIR

Abstract

Theoreretical analysis on definition of microgeometry of interfacial bonds in
the hub of a friction pair that are shaped at operation of friction node to the end
of running –in period was carried out on the model of rough friction surface.

Introduction. The rightly designed friction pair in the operation process should
get out of order only because of wear of its elements. To prevent entirely the friction
pair elements wear in operation of machines and mechanisms is impossible. In this
connection, for increasing service life, different measures for lowering the wear of fric-
tion pair components are used. As is known, the process of engagement on friction
pair components is determined by geometrical parameters characterizing the rough-
ness, waviness, deviations from the right geometrical form and physic-mechanical
features of surfaces that must be controlled by means of a hub and plunger tech-
niques machining. These control methods are called design- technological ways. In
the process of a friction pair operation, at repeatedly motion of a plunger, the sur-
face layers of the hub and plunger undergo maximum stress. In this connection the
friction (wear) begins usually from the surface.

This , it is very important to impart higher operational properties to the surface
layer of the hub and plunger.

As is known, one of the effective measures for increasing wear-resistance of fric-
tion pair elements by decreasing initial wear is to create such a surface of a hub
and plunger whose roughness approaches to the roughness of running-in elements of
friction pair. Such a microgeometry is called ”balanced” or ”optimal” surface [1-3].
Thus, by changing roughness and macrogeometrical errors in the surface geometry
and also other quality indices of the hub and plunger surface, one can lower their
wear at the expense of its degredation at running-in period.

At present, there no formulas that are adapted specially for the pair of hub-
plunger and admitting to calculate easily the balanced roughness on the contact
spots under the given conditions of plungers motion, the condition of fastening of
the hub on the external contour. The goal of the paper is to construct such formulae.

Problem statement. Consider the stress strain state of the hub of a friction
pair under the action of loads normal and tangential to the internal contour. Assume
that the interia contour of the hub the and external contour of the plunger are close
to annular one. It is assumed that the hub of the friction pair on the external contour
has some displacements.

Represent the internal contour bound L′0 (initial roughness) in the form

ρ = R + δ (θ) ; δ (θ) = εH (θ) , (1)


